TRACY WOUNDED
Outlaw Known to Be Near Auburn.

HE IS IN CLOSE QUARTERS
Officers Confident Outlaw Cannot Escape.

MERRILL SEEN WITH HIM
Fighting Appears Together at Two Different Places—Nearer He Is to a Prisoner—Merrill Fights for His Life.

GREAT INCONEHEE OF REDMEN, WHO ARRIVES IN PORTLAND TODAY

DESIRE OF VATICAN
To Establish Diplomatic Relations With United States.

BELIEVE NOW IS THE TIME
Actions to Take Advantage of the Philippine Question for That Purpose Would Save Many Negotiations.

FOOD GROWS SCARCE
Famine Threatens Chicago Because of the Strike.

CONFEDERATION WITHQUOTIONS
Variegated Opinions with Pallid Question and Dismal in Black.

PASSES
California Conductors May Also Take a Head.

NAMED FOR APPOINTMENT AS CADET TO ANNAPELS.
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THE NEW MAINE.

BE TO BIG POST
Vancouver Barracks to Be Enlarged.

$145,000 IS SET ASIDE
New Quarters for Two Companies Will Be Erected.

LOCAL TIMBER WILL BE USED
Department Proceeds to Develop the Timber Resources of the Northwest.

PHILADELPHIA, July 21.—The battleship Maine, which has been constructed in Drydock No. 2 of the Navy Yard, Philadelphia, for the government, was launched recently at a cost of $73,000; and $120,000. It is 375 feet long from stem to stern, has a draft of 29.5 feet and can carry a crew of 415 men. It is the largest battleship ever built in the United States. The ship is under construction for the government, and is to be used for the defense of the United States.

THE NEW MAINE.

BUILDERS WILL SELL BARGAIN PLEIN AIR TRAIL.

OF PHILADELPHIA, July 21.—The battleship Maine, which has been constructed in Drydock No. 2 of the Navy Yard, Philadelphia, for the government, was launched recently at a cost of $73,000; and $120,000. It is 375 feet long from stem to stern, has a draft of 29.5 feet and can carry a crew of 415 men. It is the largest battleship ever built in the United States. The ship is under construction for the government, and is to be used for the defense of the United States.

THE NEW MAINE.